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The main thing that's not period correct is the mm rear hub spacing, since it is hard to find quality freewheels these days.
Soma Analog Frame, size 21", with a Fox Vanilla fork. Pearl White or Gloss Graphite. Soma Wolverine disc frame
60cm - orange New! The tapered forks are a work of art unto themselves with the long point lug investment cast crown
and strong forged dropouts Tubing Technical Info Reynolds , Heat Treated, Ult. Reynolds , custom butted ChroMoly
steel with forged dropout, mm rear spacing. Maybe ride it to your reunion. Since , we have been exclusively using Tange
Prestige butted CrMo steel. Mirror polish zinc plating. Strength ksi, is a hybrid heat-treated Chromoly alloy. Also shop
in Also shop in. For this round of Stanyans we went with a threaded 1"steerer fork, not just because "that's what vintage
road bike used" but it just looks better with lugged frames. Model selection ,size range and options are not as broad or
expansive as our popular Gunnar frames.Soma's Stanyan is your classic road frameset that possesses a ride you'll love
from mile 1. Tange Prestige chromoly composes the frame and fork, and they're finished with classic chrome head tube
lugs for some extra style. Soma's road sport geometry and the lively ride of steel guarantee great rides. Other frame
features. 54 products - view your cart Shop arrow "soma stanyan metallic smoke lugged road frame with fork" Remove
Filter. arrow Shop your price $ + ships free. BuyPART NUM Soma Lugged 49 Soma Chrome Lugged Curved Track
Fork, c 1" Threaded x mm. Chrome lugged crown with Tange CrMo. rubeninorchids.com: Soma Stanyan Metalic
Smoke 58Cm: Road Bicycle Frames: Sports & Outdoors. The Stanyan is named after a street in San Francisco which
used to have upwards of 7 bike shops in 4 block section * The Stanyan is a lugged road sport frame in Tange Prestige
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? The Stanyan is not all vintage we don't use the noodley narrow diameter
tubes of yesteryear instead we use the same tubes used on our current road frames SALE PRICE: $ Soma Roundwise
Road Bar. Classic round bend drop bar with no cable grooves and a nice polished finish. - T6 aluminum. This is a great
choice for the century rider and credit card tourer who appreciates a more traditional look to their bike. Like most Soma
frames it is ready for fenders or racks. STANYAN FRAME SET. Fr 56cm Soma ES frame w/ Tange Prestige fork and
Velo Orange Grand Cru headset. $ Buy It Now. or Best Offer. Like most Soma frames it is ready for fenders or racks. A
matching one inch steerer cromoly fork is included in the price.(Stanyan is named after a street in San Francisco, that
used to have upwards of 7 bike shops in a 4 block area.) Stanyan features: Lugged Tange Prestige heat-treated butted
CrMo steel. Road sport. Aug 22, - Inspiration for Bringing Back the Stanyan Lugged Road Frame. The "ispirazione"
first and foremost was when the The original Stanyan we launched in was threadless. We ditched the polished lugs for
color schemes The polished lugs added $ to the frame price. The new geometry is better. The Stanyan is lugged road
sport frame in Tange Prestige heat-treated CrMo steel. Soma Stanyan. What it is Soma Stanyan. Specifications Lugged
Tange Prestige heat-treated butted CrMo steel; butted CrMo rear end (On 52cm frames the seat If you have Joe Bike do
the build, we credit you $ off the frame price. The Stanyan is a road sport frame set constructed with traditional
investment cast lugs The original Stanyan had a threadless fork This new version has 1. Nov 7, - Soma Stanyan frame.
50/34 front. 11/28 (10) rear. Sugino crank. Ultegra detailers. B brakes. Mavic Askium wheels. Some new/like new take
offs to keep the cost down. Total cost (excluding fenders, pump, etc) is about $1, More than I wanted, but the derailers
and brakes pushed me over the edge.
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